N = 24h s /ir
0 < h s < ir (1) where /i s is the hour angle of the Sun (angular distance from the meridian of a site in radians) at sunset. Sunrise and sunset are not exactly symmetrical about the time that the Sun reaches a local meridian, but for biological simulation purposes the symmetry implicit in equation (1) is acceptable. The geometric equation for sin a (where a is solar elevation) can be rearranged to find h s as follows: where a s is solar elevation at sunset, X is site latitude (N+, S-) and 8 is solar declination (N+, S-). Sunrise and sunset are commonly defined as the times when the apparent upper limb of the Sun is on the astronomical horizon, which ignores effects of local topography on the visibility of the Sun when it is near the horizon (as discussed in Ligr et al., 1995) . This occurs when a is about -0 c 50' (i.e. sina s is about -0.0145439) due to the Sun's radius of C.0°16' and refraction in the Earth's atmosphere of C.0°34' at sunrise and sunset (e.g. US Navy, 1996) .
If, on a given date, cos h s < -1 [given by rearrangement of equation (2)], the Sun does not go below the horizon and N is 24 h, whereas if 1 ^ cos/i s , the Sun does not rise above the horizon and N is Oh. These conditions can occur at high northern and low southern latitudes.
Plants may respond to twilight, and equations (1) and (2) can be used to calculate TV plus the durations of morning and evening twilight by adjusting a s . Spectral properties of twilight, and plant developmental responses to twilight, are discussed by, for example, Morgan and Smith (1981) and Salisbury (1981) .
Simple Fortran code was developed for accurately calculating N at any location and date (within a few centuries of present) based on equations (1) and (2), in part to correct an apparent error made in calculations by Ligr et al. (1995) 
in
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, PO Box 808, this journal. The code (see Box 1) is based on equations in The Astronomical Almanac for the Year 1997 (US Navy, 1996 , and is available from the author on request (the full code calculates additional biologically important aspects of Earth-Sun geometry). The rate of change of N (d/V/df, h day"') is obtained by estimating N twice; first for 12 h in the past and second for 12 h in the future, with the difference being dN/dt. Ligr et al. (1995) The code was applied to 50°N latitude on each 21 March in the period 1700-2300 to illustrate interactions between the present (Gregorian) calendar and Earth-Sun geometry (Figure 1 ). During this period, A' varies over the interval C. 12.12-12.26 h. Over the subperiod 1900-2000, N at 50°N on 21 March trends upward (Figure 1) , opposite to the simulations in Ligr et al. (1995) . The 4 year cycle (see Figure 1 ) is due to leap years. 'Discontinuities' in the pattern at 1800, 1900, 2100 and 2200 result from the lack of a leap year at 'century' years not evenly divisible by four; the calender would lose correspondence with Earth-Sun geometry if those century years were also leap years. Note that The Astronomical Almanac claims that the Sun's coordinates are calculated with a precision of 0.01° with this algorithm (Box 1) for the period 1950-2050; precision outside this interval is unspecified. Nonetheless, year-to-year variability throughout the period 1700-2300 is probably relatively accurate. The Box 1 algorithm is computationally simpler than that given by Ligr et al. (1995) -it also appears to be more accurate-and is recommended for use when precision in N of a few seconds is needed and when interannual variability in /V on a given date must be considered. 
